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News From Around PA

Reaching an agreement with the Public Interest Legal Foundation, PA has agreed to remove the names of 21,000 deceased voters from their voter rolls!  The lawsuit was brought in November 2020.

A ‘gay” man is suing the Philadelphia Parking Authority (PPA) for being fired, allegedly because of his LGBT status.  PPA found a social media post in which the man is admiring the rear end of another man.  PPA noted the post made the man look like a sexual predator and that male co-workers may worry he was checking them out.  The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has already investigated and found in favor of PPA. However, the man’s lawsuit is seeking an unspecified amount in damages.

HB 972 the Fairness in Women’s Sports Act, which prevents males from playing on female sports teams, has been introduced. LGBTQ activists and their allies immediately blasted the bill and its sponsors as haters and bigots and claim the legislation is not based on fact or science. Governor Wolf says he will veto it.

Drag Queen Bingo will be held at the Zem Zem Shrine Club in Erie on April 10th.

News From National Scene

After vetoing a bill that would have prevented biological males from competing in female sports, South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem issued an executive order without any teeth in it! It’s little more than a suggestion for colleges to protect women’s sports.

According to a recent Rasmussen poll, seventy-five percent say voter ID is necessary. Additionally, a majority oppose calls for businesses to boycott Georgia over their newly enacted election law.

West Virginia is considering an election reform bill. During a recent Judiciary Committee hearing, the ACLU and WV Citizen Action Group said the election reform bill “restricts voting rights and is intended to suppress minority voters.” One of their objections is over changing the current law that automatically registers anyone who applies for a driver’s license to giving the applicant a choice to be registered or not!

To Major League Baseball

Commissioner Rob Manfred this makes sense: Moving the All-Star Game from Atlanta, with a 51% black population, to Denver with a 9% black population. Cobb County, GA estimates that the MLB move will cost them more than $100 million . . . and just who will be hurt the most??

Monday Arkansas Governor Asa Hutchinson vetoed the bill banning “medical treatments” for gender confused minors. On Tuesday, both the State House and State Senate overwhelmingly voted to override the governor’s veto.
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